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A synopsis of wisdom gained from the lives and
experiences of true gentlemen who discovered
that developing a personal style is worth a
grown man’s time.
For grandmothers of the world who want to give
support their young men and women. A gift of
the research in this book will help develop and
instill a vision of the ideal.
The purpose of this book is to specifically present information that will give
young men a leading edge in life—especially in the ladies department. All
a man has to do is behave a little better than is absolutely necessary.
Paying attention to a few details will make him stand out from all the rest
and attract women.
Based on a survey taken from women of every age and gender, the results
about what women prefer are here presented in three parts:
Part 1 Women Prefer Attractive Men – Covers man’s innate nature to
seek beauty, the dignity of impeccable cleanliness, man’s love for attractive
women reversed, insights from the Cary Grant style and expert clothiers,
survey of what women prefer in men, the finest vs. the sleaziest, the
importance of beauty in space, light and color, being a leading man and
attractive on purpose.
Part 2 Women Prefer Will Dressed Men – Covers the science of
personal dress for men, a mathematical formula for correct dress, applied
money-saving common-sense approach to dress, a man’s best colors, best
clothing lines based on his body shape and the coloring of his hair, skin
and eyes, and wardrobe tips from the finest clothiers in the business who
knew and dressed the wisest of gentlemen.
Part 3 Women Prefer Gentlemen – Covers male and female relationship,
what women remember, itemized manners and table etiquette that reveal a
man’s charm, charming conversation, protocol of introductions in social
exchange, developing magnetism and the art of self-confidence.

The nature of man is to respond to the finer sensibilities; the good,
the true and the beautiful. To further create and nurture these ideals is
the purpose of this book.

